Council of Scientific Editors Style Citation Examples

Book

Format:

Examples:

One Author

Two Authors

*If there are more than ten authors, list the first ten followed by “et al.” or “and others”.

Book with Editor

Organization as Author

Book Chapter

Chapter or Other Part of Book, Different Authors

eBook

Journal

Format:
Examples:

One Author


More than One Author


* If there are more than ten authors, list the first ten followed by “et al.” or “and others”.

Organization as Author


No Author


Volume with No Issue


Volume with Issue and Supplement


Volume with Supplement but No Issue


Multiple Issue Numbers


Issue with No Volume


Magazine Article

Example:

Newspapers


Website

Format:

Author(s) [or editor(s)]. Date of publication. Title. Place of publication: publisher name. [Date cited]. Number of pages. Availability statement.

Example:


No Author

Title of Homepage. Date of publication. Edition. Place of publication: publisher name; [date updated; date accessed].

Dissertations and Theses


In-text Citations

Restate the information in your own words rather than quoting directly. They should include the name of the author(s) and the year of publication.

Example with one author:

The NIH has called for a change in smallpox vaccination policy (Fauci 2002) that…

Example with two authors:

The most recent work on albuterol administration (Mazan and Hoffman 2001) indicates…

Three or more authors:

Later studies (Ito et al. 1999) established that…

Website with No Author

Include only the first word or two of the title, followed by an ellipsis:

Studies (APSnet . . . c1994-2005) suggest that…